
LUCIE HOUSE, in Art Deco style from 1930, has been completely renovated. It welcomes you 
with friends or family, for your holidays or short stays. Located in the city center, facing the 
marina, the location is ideal!

ALL ON FOOT!


Arrival in St Gilles, the station is a 5-minute walk away, otherwise parking opposite.

Stroll along the pedestrian street, visit the market just a stone's throw away. Rent bikes opposite 
the marina.

The beach, the ferryman welcomes you to access the large beach!


LUCIE HOUSE is perfect for 8 people with its four bedrooms and private bathroom! A convertible 
sofa is available on the ground floor to accommodate two additional people.


The house is on two levels. On the ground floor, a first accommodation is composed of a kitchen 
living room with direct access to the courtyard terrace area, a bedroom with a 160 cm bed, and a 
bathroom and toilet.

The heart of the house is located upstairs with a three-bedroom apartment around a spacious 
kitchen living room opening onto a long balcony. In the center of it, there is a round table for 8-10 
people.

The kitchen is fully equipped with:

- Hotplates

- Oven

- Fridge

- Dishwasher

- Coffee machine (pods)

- All basic cooking equipment


For maximum comfort, each room is equipped with new bedding and its own bathroom.

For your information, the double beds can be transformed into two single beds if you wish.

For babies, a travel cot with mattress and protection is available, also a plastic bathtub and a 
changing mat.


To take advantage of the good weather, a long balcony with a view of the marina is accessible 
upstairs and a private courtyard is available at the front of the house to spend convivial moments 
in the open air. The latter is equipped with tables, armchairs, parasol and a garden bench.


A laundry room is also available with washing machine, drying rack and iron.


Furnished tourist accommodation classified 3 stars


